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                                     Part 1. The Chet Age-The Seven Days of YHWH’s Wrath   
The Creator YHWH documented Heaven and Earth in Genesis in 
His Torah-Bible and continues his plan for Mankind; perhaps it ends 
with “seven days” of YHWH Wrath (Gen. 7:10), which is shown on 
Pearl #902 - Page 3. Jonah-II, like everyone else, was educated in fake 
science distorting Truth, still not taught in present-day university or on 
the Web. Consequently, I highlighted many divine Torah-Bible 
verses. Yeshua-Jesus stands ready at the door to end the Apocalypse. 
(Rev. 3:15-22) Read again Page 2, #5, which will be at the Endtime.  
To continue history for the same reason as Noah’s judgment - 
creating humanoids and recessive genes causing giants described by 
Moses & Joshua. Recently an Evil Elite used cloned GMOs that will 
not grow Seeds to destroy the future food for Mankind. (Pearl #163) 
Satan wants to kill all of humanity because he lost his evil Angels (Rev. 9), 
but Yeshua is King of Kings and Lord of Lords, so read Rev. 19:16.   
Babushka Egg Pearls have difficulty to know the arrival of Yeshua to 
begin His Kingdom and save the world again. Maybe true Christians 
should observe Holy Days like Kippur-Atonement (24 September 2023) 
or accept Sukkot, the Feast of Tabernacles (29 September, 15 Tishri 5784)? 
Perhaps His Equinox birthday will be confirmed (23 September 2023).  

Yeshua’s Kingdom recorded mortality in heaven for Mankind as 
current events are recognized by Jonah-II. Thus His answer is found 
in a recent Jewish fake calendar and is dated in summer solstice 2023. 
It harmonizes with a World Cuckoo Clocks (Page 3) which is modified 
to give a better understanding, hence is copied in Pearl #213 - Page 9.   
Yeshua will appear as stated in the Hebrew Alphabet Number System, 
described in amended Pearls and 15 Babushka Egg Concept Books. 
Maybe later this year is the arrival of God’s Wrath (Rev. 16:17-21), 
hence it is revealed in three Woes. (Rev. 9:12) One is past, a mystery 
scroll like a little book. (Rev. 10:2-11) The Second Woe is meant for an 
evil Elite government being killed with two billion people, thus perish 
with one third of an atheistic Mankind?  The Creator YHWH set apart 
four (4) Death-angels (Rev. 9:15) for this judged episode, consequently 
explained in Matt. 24:40-42. Possibly is NYC will be nuclear destroyed 
in one hour (Rev. 18) aimed at evil Federal Reserve Bankers (1913). 
Please read once more introducing Yeshua’s Kingdom (Rev. 19:11-16) 
stated on this page (2). The Third Woe is an Arch-angel Lucifer 
Satan directing a system of Evil (Rev. 20:1-10), which is linked to an 
empty abyss under the Earth as all of his evil angels are killed. (Rev. 9)   
Therefore YHWH will begin a great harvest of special Saints in a 
Second Resurrection; some are seated on Thrones (Rev. 20:4) as the 
Creator is ending the Daleth universe in a lake of fire and start the 
new eternal Jod Dimension. (Rev. 21 and 22) Yeshua is King of Kings 
& Lord of Lords with privileges. He knows about Evil, and Death 
will come at the right time. (Rev. 19:16) He has the freedom to come 
any time, but Jonah-II should have the patience to find out – when?  
Perhaps the Torah-Bible is questioning, which is the oldest book on 
Daleth Earth? Please read a few more Babushka Egg Pearl verses 
about many current events on the Web. Maybe it is your last chance?  
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The New Kingdom is Totally Different (Pearl #213, p. 9) 

The Apocalypse will end by an invasion of million angels in space-
vehicles. John 5 explains why there is Evil and perhaps why there’s 
Probation? The story opens with awful sick man being healed. It is 
similar to an old video, Pretty Woman; (Pearl #211) as Yeshua is 
meeting a future resurrected Saint, therefore will marry her. The 
Apocalypse will discuss mistakes in Israel (corporations) separated by 
a (10-years) lawyer overlaid shows Ten UN nations at Armageddon. 
Or watch the ending of another video - A Walk in the Clouds of a 
burning vineyard, but discovered in rootstock of an old grave “Life”.  
Please read the last Pearl #142 & 215, Babushka Egg Concept Book #2, 
Mystery of Tammuz 17 [p. 239] migrating birds over Israel. (Rev.19:17-21)        

1.  The new Kingdom of Yeshua links to a diverse eternal Jod Dimension. 
2. After Yeshua’s Resurrection lasting 50 days will continue Mankind in a 

future divine system without wars, conflict, police or hospitals, therefore 
“Evil” will be terminated to experience genuine eternal Life.   

3. A new society will be created with fantastic economy obsoleting money 
or ownership during His Kingdom and Jod Dimension.    

4. YHWH allows only one true religion to worship him and combine a 
future education system divinely taught for a superior civilization. 

5. Consequently Mankind will speak “One language” once more like before 
the Babel confusion, as ‘All’ will be recorded in Heh – heaven. (Gen. 11:1-2)    

6. Nature is fully restored to pristine conditions without recessive evil genes 
which poisoned GMO causing Noah’s Flood? (Num. 13: 33, Josh.  3:10, 5:13) 

7. Perhaps a future resurrected Mankind will control the fertility rate distorted 
by an atheistic Elite. (Pearl #126) The Torah-Bible will point out that 
people can eat Food from heaven without a digestive system to consume 
no meat as Death is obsoleted for mortals & animals. (Isa. 65:20-25)    

8. The future economy is fueled with Infinite Energy discovered in the 
Torah-Bible described in many Pearls and Babushka Egg Concept Books.  

9. Thus the Kingdom will be organized in a computer driverless taxi minibus 
system, which is levitated and built without wheels; consequently, it will 
obsolete automobiles and modern physics of natural laws to continue Life 
going through walls or closed doors. (Luke 24:36-49, John 20:19) 

10. Therefore every of Mankind will be separated by Good versus Evil. Those 
made righteous by the Creator will live forever without a Time system, 
hence ending in a new Jod Dimension. (Rev. 22:10-15) 

11. Thank the Creator that the Apocalypse Judgement Wrath is only (7) days 
long, therefore is condensed in 18 chapters of Revelation. (Rev. 9:5 –150 / 20 = 7.5)   

12. YHWH loved diversity as many resurrected Saints will exhibit their old 
cultures across 6000 years in the newly built Jewish kibbutz villages.    

13. A recent discovery in divine Law gives Probation to many people not 
Evil (Mark 12:25) like children who died early (Pearl #300, Part 4) with 
the resurrected Saints to restart Eternal Life. (Pearl #888)  

14. Mankind will be given overlooked Probation granted by the Creator 
YHWH thus creating a bigger increase of a population spike. Pearl #126   

15. Consequently a new heaven-earth (Rev. 21) will end “Evil” and expand 
with the 2nd Race of Yeshua of resurrected Saints in the Jod Dimension. 

16.  He will provide fellowship while displaying compassion removing pain & 
diseases for Mankind (Matt. 4: 23) through his Son Yeshua, Messiah King.  

17. Hence the Creator YHWH became clothed in a human mortality for a new 
universe creation to be eternally forever worshipped. (John 21:25)     
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Part 2 – The Wrath of YHWH, Seven Days  
 

Finally Yeshua’s Kingdom arrived on a Holy Day – Tabernacles, a 
Festival of Booths made for kids in my garden? I will be looking 
between branches at the starry sky and remember when Angels said: 
Yeshua will come back in the future Kingdom with predicted events. 
Sleeping outside all night needs only a warm blanket and some drink 
in the morning, like old coffee from a thermos. Jonah-II is in trouble 
becoming old (91 years), thus God gave him for comfort a cat – Gatito.  

Thinking about fake Hebrew calendars denying their Messiah-King 
Yeshua and ignored His history. Also my English editor was quiet a 
week, I knew that something big was in the air and should change the 
bottom date. Yeshua’s Kingdom is probably late, as described in 
amended Babushka Egg Pearls, thus follow the next predicted events 
like the seven (7) days of YHWH’s Wrath. I don’t what incidents 
come first maybe will see it on the Endtime before W-Solstice 2023? 

 

Yeshua’s Kingdom was prophesied with a revealed divine economy 
that will close all the Banks and fake Stock markets worldwide. 
Conversely, you should read the Torah-Bible, the oldest book on 
Earth, to know Yeshua will rule as a future Messiah King. (Rev. 19:11)   
Please check your web like the two prophets from heaven; Enoch & 
Elijah that are hidden from the Jerusalem NEWS because of Islamic 
missiles sent into Israel, positioned in crowded hospitals and schools. 

 (LIVE UPDATES in Israel “at war” after the Hamas surprise attack.) 
Maybe Yeshua revealed his purpose in Rev. 18, retuning to Daleth 
Earth. Please read Babushka Egg Pearl #215. Matthew described His 
arrival that can NOT be dated but recorded? (Mat. 24:36)   

“Watch therefore, for you know neither the day nor the hour” 
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The Torah-Bible is the oldest book on Earth, a collection of 
forty Prophets since Adam & Eve. It chronicles the history 
of Mankind being written in one language during Babylon’s 
time now is changed. Many people became corrupt again 
linked to Noah’s judgement (2288BC) on a fake calendar. 
Jonah-II revealed the date of Yeshua’s Kingdom to begin 
with YHWH’s Wrath of seven (7) days; therefore, just 
follow the events of our present time. Yeshua prophesied 
and shortened the tribulation on Earth (20x) on Daleth 
“Time” (Matt. 24:21-22) - now at the Endtime for Mankind!  
Yeshua is not allowed to reveal the date of his Kingdom.  
(Matt. 24:36) Therefore a scientist-inventor Jonah-II in 
California was appointed by the Creator YHWH to teach 
History of current Mankind. Now retired (92) he found that 
“Time” in heaven is running 20x faster. His WRATH of 
YHWH is shortened by His Son Yeshua, privileged Messiah 
& King. (Matt. 24:22)  
Yeshua’s Kingdom is delayed for the last event (Rev. 19:16) 
stated after the 120th Jubilee. Perhaps NYC will be nuclear 
destroyed [ (xx/yy/20zz) ] in one hour. (Rev. 18) Please check 
the 7 mysteries in Pearl #242?  Jonah-II discovered two (2) 
Apocalypses of YHWH’s WRATH, which is reduced to seven 
in Revelation by many erroneous Christian denominations? 
They believe in a dogma of pre- middle & post tribulation of 
in seven (7) years being ignorant stated Truth. (Rev. 16:1-21)   
-“It Is Done” (v.17) They are meant for two (2) Judgments 
(Rev. 9:1-21) as the Creator YHWH later will split His Wrath.   
The sequence for the Plan for Mankind of Revelation - 
chapter 18 is confused by three Woes? 1) The first event is 
two witnesses (Enoch - Elijah), 2) A financial system is 
destroyed, like NYC? 3) Four Death Angels will end it up 
by killing all evil people. Thus YHWH will add four more 
Woes: two for Satan (judgments) and two for Mankind 
(anti-Christ & fake science) to finish His Daleth universe with 
seven Bowls in a lake of fire.  (Rev. 15: 7-8) 
Jonah-II learned that the US army has the best health system 
in the world, while examining artificial intelligence. 
Therefore the YHWH will open our eyes for better reading 
of the Torah-Bible. Consequently, you should investigate 
true knowledge that is always suppressed. It is like Yeshua’s 
Shroud stored in Turin, Italy, because “all” Mankind is 
educated in “Fake Science”, it wil1 not date current events 
as described in an unfinished as in Pearl #903. For the benefit 
of Mankind, I put many Bible verses on the current Web 
identical to 15 Babushka Egg Concept Books searching for 
amended Pearls diving in a Bible-Ocean. (Isa. 26:3) 
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                                     Part 3 – Amended page 4 without a date? YHWH’s Wrath  

1) The first incident, which is the biggest problem on a counterfeit 
Web, will be an evil cartel of Federal Reserve Bankers with many 
sizeable large headquarters. It could be NYC nuclear destroyed in 
one hour. (Rev. 18)  [.……...?.............] I think it is the USA military will 
gain enormous power, which causes an immense huge devastations? 
While watching a previous video of a military general looking around 
seeing all dead at the US - Congress or Knesset chamber. He put a 
pistol on his head could hear a big lout discharge, ending the movie. 
The last events were prophesied by Yeshua, King of Kings, coming 
back to Earth, as mentioned in Babushka Egg Pearls that collected 
many verses from the Torah-Bible. In 1913 the Federal Bankers 
became corrupt when they got permission to print “money” for a 
world currency. With it they bought all the ‘Gold’ in every country, 
controlled nature’s free energy and much more on our Daleth Earth. 
Consequently, they manipulated exclusively knowledge at every 
university worldwide to educate everybody in fake science instead of 
Truth. Precious metals like Gold belong to the Creator YHWH 
needed for all holy vessels for many future synagogues around the 
world. Please investigate true information collected many verses in 
Babushka Egg Pearls of the Torah-Bible, the oldest book on Earth.      
 “Time” in heaven is 20x faster (Rev. 9:5 – 5x30 / 20); hence, it is made 
slower (Matt. 24:21-22) by Yeshua. (Rev. 19:16) Subsequently check the 
World NEWS, if the web still exists, for Yeshua’s return to Earth, 
which is flat and not a globe, and other invented fairy tales by Bankers 
being similar to Revelation 18 fulfilled in NYC. Jonah-II is still 
waiting for the prophesied last invents as the months November-
December 2023 is not over yet. Perhaps His Son Yeshua does not 
know some Wrath events, described in Babushka egg Bible verses? 
1. The Creator YHWH purposed seven days of His WRATH, maybe 
     planned for NYC (detailed  in Rev.18) for evil Federal Bankers?   
2. He will open two (2) doors; one is under the Daleth Earth, like an  
     abyss (Rev. 9:1-11) the other door is linked to  Heh heaven. (Rev. 4:1-3) 
3. He also charted many recent events at Armageddon. (Rev. 16:16)  
4. Therefore helped His divine Son Yeshua’s coming (Rev. 19:11-21)  
      to start His Kingdom (Rev.19:1-10),  linked to a new Jod dimension. 
5. Yeshua will arrive with millions of Angels thus end the predicted  
      Apocalypse and close the doors of four (4) special Death-Angels 
      from the other side.  (Rev. 9:13-21)  
6. Thus Mankind’s story is continued (Rev. 21-22) which is similar to 
      Hebrew Alphabet Number System for a new Jod Dimension.  
7.  For the benefit Mankind the WRATH of YHWH is condensed being  
      shorten witnessed by Yeshua (Matt. 24: 21-22)  and  matching seven   
     days in Revelation chapter 18.  It will start a nuclear NYC disaster  
      (              ) Please watch some videos like “Ester” in a Torah-Bible  
     which is educational overlaid - The Sound Music, - The Russians  
     are Coming, - Butterflies are Free, collected in  Pearl # 211. 
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                           What is the total Plan for Mankind? 
1) The original universe (Gen.1:1) of seven thousand years was meant 
for a Daleth dimension which will burn in a lake of fire.  It is revealed 
in five (5) verses in the Book of Revelation (Rev. 19:20-22, 20:10) and 
stated in ancient Greek: λίµνη τοῦ πυρός, or Latin, limne tou pyros?  
Conversely the Creator YHWH will develop the “Jod Dimension” to 
continue history for Saints and redeemed Mankind. (Rev. 21:1-27) 
2) It was written in a Thora-Bible (Gen. 11:1) of the first language 
spoken by Mankind now revealed in Yeshua’s Kingdom (#5 - Page 2).   
3) Therefore the Plan for Mankind was prophesied by Yeshua stated 
to return in Revelation reduced to 18 chapters of seven days WRATH 
not taught in Christian churches. That is why He standing outside the 
door, so please read again Rev. 3:14 hence pick again a modern video 
Pearl # 211, like Green Card, Moonstruck, or My big Fat Greek Wedding.  
4) Thus the Creator YHWH planned 120 Jubilees (over 6000 years) 
when evil Mankind changed again GMO now cloning, which does 
not produce Seeds, accordingly is repeating Noah’s judgements. 
Hence a 14-foot fake Calendar from the earliest to the present Times 
(THE WALL CHART OF WORLD HISTORY - written by Professor Edward Hull, 
MA. LLD. FRS.  –  Barnes & Noble Publishing Inc. 1995) will not tell you that 
Yeshua is coming back to modern times to close the Apocalypse, as 
Mankind once more is changed for Yeshua’s Kingdom. (Mat. 25:1-13) 
5) Therefore my last Pearl of Babushka Concept Eggs is not finished 
yet. All what we say in history is recorded on the other side. We need 
to investigate (Rev. 18) for Part 3. Please check what is vital. (p. 2 - #10)   
6) Yeshua’s Kingdom will administer a totally different economy 
never before on Earth, explained in my last Babushka Egg Pearls. It is 
linked to a comparable 120th Jubilee (50 years =1000 / 20), which is a 
Daleth transfer-station (Rev. 20:5) described in heaven for His the new Jod 
Dimension. Check again the Torah-Bible before the Web is gone. 
7) The Jod Dimension is not known by Christians, but continues the 
history of a future Mankind forever and ever before nature is changed 
in divine Law? Hence, I hope that Yeshua will appoint a happy Saint 
again for future jobs like Jonah-II, a scientist & inventor.  
8)  The Chet Age will continue HANS to Teth - new Life - in the Jod 
Dimension, like the World Cuckoo Clock (page 3) to resume with 
many resurrected Mankind, please read once more the Torah-Bible.  

Conclusion 
Every	 university	 around	 the	world	 teaches	 “Fake	 Science”!	
Please	check	the	Web	to	believe	it,	which	removed	walking	on	
the	Moon	for	40	years	–	fake.	The	Earth	is	flat	and	not	a	globe	–	
fake.	Every	history	of	Mankind	is	 ignored	-	fake,	 like	utilizing	
many	 Apocalypse	 facts	 to	 take	 advantage	 of	 general	
knowledge	-	fake,	which	is	linked	to	a	Hebrew	calendar-	fake.			
Any	 Torah-Bible	 revealed	 TRUTH	 is	 “Not	 fake”,	 like	 Yeshua	
Messiah	and	King	(Rev.	19:16)	plus	15	Babushka	Egg	Concept	
Books	and	many	amended	Pearls	which	obsolete	an	Archangel	
Lucifer-Satan	of	his	Evil	&	Deceptions	now	on	the	fake	Web.	
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Part 4 -  #17 = Victory - Starting the 120th Jubilee of Yeshua  
It seems that the birthday of Yeshua was projected correctly when a 
New Hebrew calendar is synchronized equivalent to a Chet Age   
(1.Tishri 5784) Pearl #903. Perhaps should add Part 4 to amend the Sound 

Bites in front of the Abyss of God’s Wrath dating Yeshua’s Kingdom of 
TU B’Shevat (6 February 2024) and play the video of Esther. (Pearl #211) 
Hence YHWH Wrath started with a new a covenant following any 
outstanding legal responsibility to warned everybody to settle leftover 
prophecies dated after Solstice 2023. Thus the Plan for Mankind will 
end in final victory as outlined in Babushka Book egg #1, From Eden 
to New Jerusalem, but the Evil caused by Satan of his last atheistic 
civilization must first be judged. Thus, the birth pangs of the 
Apocalypse will close with (Pearl #250) a forbidden verification of true 
sciences and is mirror imaged in an old universe of 6000 years.   
Therefore, the ELOHIM selected a modern Jonah-II to warn again a 
global society in a town square, like in ancient Nineveh proclaiming 
that justice must be balanced with Wrath of YHWH. It will once 
more impeach an atheistic civilization that is grossly violating divine 
Kosmos Laws. When Mankind again became absolutely corrupt will 
measure evil against a divine standard, hence document events are 
judged by a Torah-Bible with detailed in examples of many verses. 
Everything that the Noah Atlantis Civilization did in 2288 BC (JC) 
has been repeated resembling in our time and is now presented in 
many fake videos of an Internet YouTube. Only the Torah-Bible can 
widen a factual knowledge horizon (Pearl #228), as this generation is 
no longer educated in true science. When thousands of true 
information facts are suppressed like total Free Energy, or worldwide 
worse NASA’s produced fake moon landing videos, or Christian 
teach false dogmas in church and seminaries. It closes an atheistic 
society like Sodom & Gomorrah or match a universe in a lake of Fire.    
Thus judgment is repeated once more by many illuminati Fed 
Bankers which still printing fiat money since 1913 and hatched a plan 
to gain absolute control over every country of a New World Order. 
They imposed the golden rule: ‘the one who has the gold’ – rules. 
However, it should be contrasted to divine Law now denied and 
forgotten, thus incurring the Wrath of YHWH which is terminating 
this evil generation of Mankind? Hence read when an international 
civilization manipulated politics of nation perverted worldwide many 
universes school systems which became totally corrupt in Satan’s lies 
and deceptions producing fake science on a modern Web. It will 
silence historic facts. This generation will deny the freedom to choose 
a purpose for Life and enjoy Truth (Pearl #270). Please read Babushka 
egg concept book #10 (4-7-2017) page 2 of 4, why a Supreme Court 
prosecution presented many criminal evidences to the Creator who 
gives warnings of His Judgment #1 like in modern videos, Pearl #211.   
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BmoKK_vEjhA 
Since 1913 World Fed Bankers have created countless international 
conflicts to gain absolute power in NYC. They have financed every 
World-War to obliterate many Christian cultures and nations. They 
imposed an Evil fiat money system which bought all the Gold 
around the world designed to authenticate an elected shadow 
governments. It degraded morally of gruesome dictatorships as 
politicians managed many corrupt millionaire clubs. They worldwide 
murdered millions of Christians and Jews to rule with absolute power 
which camouflage a perverted system in the public square. They 
awarded massive grants to every university institute to teach atheistic 
evolution fake science which rebelled against YHWH’s laws. They 
succeeded derailing and create conflicts of many democratic elected 
governments, financed terrorist sinking in a bureaucratic chaos. Every 
global dispute produced distressed sufferings and instigated massive 
demonstrations linked to genocide and many refugee migrations. 
They exploited and robbed nations murdering millions through 
abortion, subsidized by many high-tech weapons of cartels serving a 
huge modern military. Consequently to make a society compliant, 
forbade the Torah-Bible.  
Those who obeyed their mandate were invited to the billionaire club 
to manipulate inborn greed. It fulfilled prophecies of Yeshua-Jesus 
eating, drinking and repeatedly applying evil in our present Endtime.  
Therefore again will open a divine judgment, like Noah’s civilization. 
Our present World Order or Yeshua’s schedule of the Apocalypse 
could change - newly restored, but not His Mercy or divine Purpose.  

(Rom.1:18-25) reveals the Wrath of God against all ungodliness 
and unrighteousness of men, who by their unrighteousness 
suppress the truth. For what can be known about God is plain 
to them, because God has shown it to them. For his invisible 
attributes, namely, his eternal power and divine nature have 
been clearly perceived, ever since the creation of the world, in 
the things that have been made. So they are without excuse. For 
although they knew God, they did not honor him as God or 
give thanks to him, but they became futile in their thinking, and 
their foolish hearts were darkened ... Therefore God gave them 
up in the lusts of their hearts to impurity, to the dishonoring of 
their bodies among themselves, because they exchanged the 
truth about God for a lie and worshiped and served the 
creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever! Amen.  

Sound Bites of YHWH Wrath in front of the Abyss (Rev. 9) is linked 
to a global prosecution presented in criminal evidence revealed in the  
Supreme Court-Babushka egg concept book # 10 explaining a new 
Hebrew Jubilee -1 Tishri – 5784 (September 15, 2023), read it again page 2. 

Yeshua-Jesus starting his Kingdom after (Rev. 9 & John 17) 
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This will be the last time to explain the future, dating the final 
judgment of our current civilization that totally turned evil. Mankind 
is violating YHWH’ Wrath once more of the divine Kosmos laws. 
Only the Torah-Bible recorded the history of humanity since Adam 
and Eve. To measure ‘time’ we either uses like a New Hebrew world 
calendars or ancient stone-bronze-gold clocks exhibited worldwide in 
museums. Perhaps could decode birth pangs of the Apocalypse 
projected after Solstice 2023. A scientist - inventor was appointed by 
the creator YHWH under a penname of Jonah-II. But a fake Hebrew 
calendar (7000-year) date needed to be rectified by (8) eight Chet years.     
The Creator YHWH knew beforehand hence He selected a refugee 
of WW-II from Germany educated in true old-fashioned science and 
ended with free 15 Babushka eggs concept books and many 
additional Pearls on a Web, forbidden in the global town square. Thus 
God’s Plan for Mankind dating the Apocalypse was never preached 
in churches or not permitted in seminaries. In my retirement God 
asked me to write and use a Russian Babushka egg concept that has a 
number smaller egg showing the same picture on the inside. It was a 
useful model viewing thousands researched science facts aligned in a 
sequence, organized in a 360° knowledge horizon. I compared many 
Torah-Bible verses which determine an embedded divine relationship 
based on metaphysic science concepts linked to HANS. It viewed 
John’s Revelation from the Heh heaven-dimension and Daniel 
prophesied from the Daleth-earth dimension. Both dimensions 
measure “Time” differently, which challenged this scientist to visit 
worldwide museums to explore ancient mystery bronze-gold clocks 
nobody yet cracked their codes, except please read the Clocks 
described in Babushka Egg Book #3, Much is suppressed in global 
universities explained in many Babushka egg like modified GMO 
(book #4) that will permanently change most food seeds to terminate 
to become extinct agreeing to the laws of an unforgiving nature. 
Ignoring history messed up climate change theories can no longer 
reason brainwashed by a modern fake science establishment. A 
disappeared NASA facility taught unbelievable Moon visit of 
deceptions and lies in Physics rationalized by Dr. Albert Einstein. It 
needed a different atom model as CERN died, like stated on a Web in 
Babushka egg concept book #6. Thus is more intensely researched 
forbidden Truth which is linked to outlawed science to balance the 
Torah-Bible?  
First as a professional inventor defined physics operating nature that is 
no longer taught in our universities, but discovered a short Wrath 
stated in Sound Bites in front of the Abyss? (Rev. 9)  
A worldwide prosecution presented criminal evidence of a Jod 
Supreme Court - Babushka egg concept book #10 in 2010. It is 
written in a metaphysic domain to control all repressed physics and 
exposed the biggest crime ever perpetrated by Lucifer-Satan on Earth. 
Please check the Web. (www.apocalypse2008-2015.com)          
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Satan an Archangel will illustrate to a psychosis Fed Banking cartel in 
NYC which prohibited for hundred years a totally “Free Energy” in 
nature, as unrestricted electricity was discovered by Nicola Tesla and 
a German school teacher like August Wilhelm von Hoffmann split 
Hydrogen gas from ocean-water. Why was it worldwide ignored by 
corrupt governments and criminal denied to seven (7) billion people 
causing generally misery and much poverty? Now understood why 
ELOHIM currently on Earth will destroy Evil of 1/3 Mankind, like 
Sodom & Gomorrah terminating Life matching a prophesied Beast 
System of an Arch-angel Lucifer called Satan.  Hence totally Evil will 
end the creator’s universe in a lake of Fire. 

Fukushima -Third of Sea Life - DEAD! (FEB. 6, 2017) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VO5d5WETIWI&t=27s 

However a nuclear massive radiation is left behind NYC linked to 
(Rev.18) for the next final generation. (Like Rev. 22:2 or Ex. 15:22-25) It 
became clear why God would not use theologians (Christian-
Hebrew) biased in denominational fake dogmas and declare the 
foretold birth pains of the Apocalypse 2008-2015, which is delayed. It is 
linked to an ancient prophet Jonah, now affirmed Yeshua’s Kingdom 
on the front door on Earth which is revealed after Solstice 2023? 
True historic science facts will be discovered on a future date like a 
Plan for Mankind which destined 200 million evil demons is cast to 
Earth hence executed, as Satan is put in jail ending the Apocalypse. 
Thus is confirmed matching many predicted historic acts (Matt. 25:6) 
to resolve current events of the Old & New Testament Prophets?  

Sermonized Revelation will then make sense on a Web, collected 
true science proven in 15 free Babushka eggs and many special 
Pearls #244, #233, #278. During the last year of a Jubilee any violation 
is reconciled in a divine Court of Law and unfinished business of any 
outstanding debt is compensated. It will end in a huge celebration 
honoring worldwide the King of Kings Yeshua-Jesus.  
A totally new Teth-Age will give Mankind a Sabbath rest of the last 
Jubilee year (120) without Evil. Yeshua attends His wedding with 
five (5) virgins described by John 5, thus, many resurrected Saints. 
(V19-47), Countless others will get Probation (V32) not being evil. 
(V15) It will be continued with Israel in a new Pyramid Temple with 
144,000 priests for the Jod Dimension. (Rev. 7:4) Jerusalem was totally 
destroyed but will be rebuilt more beautiful as the footstool for the 
Creator. The reemerging nations require a New Covenant with big 
festivals to honor YHWH. (Page 2, #6) Divine Yeshua’s Kingdom 
will arrive at midnight (Matt. 25) after Rev. 18, ending radiation for the 
last event (Rev. 22:3) and start with YHWH’s Wrath linked to seven (7) 
days condensed in Revelation.   


